
ESSAY OF MONSOON SEASON

We are providing below long and short essay on rainy season in English. These rainy season essay have been written
in simple language, yet emphasis has.

After the hot time, everybody welcomes rain. Whatever be the disadvantages we cannot survive without rains.
Also, the harvest of produce depends largely on the quality of rain. Indian farmers depend upon rainfall to
carry out the agricultural activities meet the food requirement of their family. India is a hot country and rain is
thus very beautiful and pleasant. Everywhere the earth is covered with green grass. The young women swing
from a tree. India has a large number of natural and artificial lakes, famous for bird watching and a variety of
recreational opportunities like Canoeing, boating, and fishing. Further, a number of dams, reservoirs, rivers,
and canals are rain-fed. A drop of rain falls upon my head. The rivers and ponds become full of water. Boil
water for drinking as well as cooking purposes. Without it, the crops would die, so whenever it comes, it
comes as a blessing for all the farmers who grow the crop and for all the people that consume it later. It causes
much loss to property as well as life. And due to poor drainage facilities in most parts of the country, roads get
filled with dirty drain water. The Government has to help the people by giving relief to them. Also, either we
can use this saved water for different purposes or for recharging groundwater. Everywhere there are loud
sounds of lightning and the pattering of raindrops. There are lightning and deafening thunder. They bathe in
the cool currents of rains and dance out in joy. However, excessive or inadequate rainfall leads to scarcity and
famine. The lilies and lotus are favored by this season. No ones get anything against the rainy season until and
unless it happens in heavy amounts, because then, homes get destroyed, people get physically hurt, and some
even die due to floods. At times, it rains heavily for days together.


